Welcome to Sky Flight Training:

Getting your wings is our priority at Sky Flight Training:
1 We offer International students the opportunity to conduct their flight
training in Cape Town South Africa.
The course syllabus allows you to fly and study full time for a period of 13
months. You will be staying at two locations.
•

Cape Town &

•

Worcester Town

2 On completion of your Commercial pilots licence you have the choice to
further your studies at Sky and become a qualified flight instructor with
the option to work 20 hours per week at the academy to gain flight
experience.

Sky Flight Academy:
Based in Somerset West, 25 minutes from Cape Town International Airport
The academy houses a new advanced full motion Garmin G1000 flight
simulator for single and multi-engine pilot training from first flight to
Commercial pilot.
Digital climate-controlled classroom, with 24-hour security allowing
students to fly and study at night.
The following are within walking distance from Sky Campus:
•

Take-out food facilities.

•

Tea and Coffee shop.

•

Movie theatres, food courts and 200 convenience stores to visit in
off time.

Sky full motion flight simulators:
Do we need motion?
Yes, aircraft and flight are foreign concepts to humans. It is beneficial to
have exposure to motion.
We are by nature earth bound and all the tools needed to learn a new skill
are available to you.

The flight simulator is dually certified to do single and multi-engine flight
training.
1) Cessna single engine with Garmin G1000 Avionics.
2) Piper Seneca twin engine suite with G1000 Avionics.
Garmin G1000 is the most advanced system on the market in 2018 and is
installed in all new generation small aircraft.
It is an integrated flight instrument system typically composed of two
display units, one serving as a PFD primary flight display, and one as a
MFD multi-function display.
You will be exposed to the traditional flight instruments, during your
practical flight phase, called the six pack instruments.

The South African Civil Aviation Authority study syllabus covers traditional
and advanced flight instruments.

In addition to normal required flight training on the simulator, you will be
able to book additional training and conduct your yearly instrument flight
renewals on the flight simulator.

Sky uses the GIFT flight training program for all the students.

G.I.F.T. Guided Independent Flight Training for the Student Pilot, is a
simulator-based manoeuvre training supplement, designed to help
students learn, practice, and get feedback on every manoeuvre
required for their pilot’s license.
Each GIFT lesson focuses on a specific flight manoeuvre or skill
required to earn a Private Pilot licence and includes:
•

A video and written pre-flight briefing

•

A simulator mission with an approved flight instructor that
provides real-time coaching and corrections on your
performance

•

A post-flight de-brief with objective scoring based on
International flight Certification Standards in Europe and the
USA

•

In-depth post-flight review and trend tracking by uploading
your lesson history to International flight data bank.

•

Print out and score of your GIFT training.

•

GIFT exercises are graded on a competency level. You can
advance to the next exercise once you’ve reached
competency.

•

There are 33 exercises to complete.

How much does the course cost?
All-inclusive price of $49 000.00 up to December 2018
What is included in price?
•

Food allowance, you will be issued with R2000,00 per month to
purchase and cook your own food.

•

Transport all required transfers for flight training and pick up at
Cape Town International Airport.

•

Accommodation is provided in secure location with two sets of
bedding. Weekly cleaning service.

•

The accommodation is equipped with Gas cooker, automatic
washing machine, dryer and fridge.

•

Internet at housing and Cape Town Campus.

•

PPE personal protection equipment.

•

Flight kit, headsets, Private pilot study material and Commercial
pilot study material.

•

Exam fees for all subjects. Kindly note that allowance is made for
one exam per subject only. To re write an exam that was not
passed, will be at the student’s personal cost.

•

Flight medical examination and certificate.

•

Radio licence course and certificate.

•

All aircraft and simulator instruction and instructor fees.

•

Airside induction course.

•

Mountain flight course.

The course cost is calculated at current exchange rate to the USD and
South African Rand.
How long does it take?
Students that follow our full-time syllabus can achieve their single engine
commercial pilots’ licence in 13 months.

What’s not included in the quote?
International return flight ticket to and from Cape Town South Africa.
Emirates Airline is the best and most cost-effective option as they fly daily
into Cape Town.
International medical insurance that is valid for duration of Student visa.
Yellow fever vaccination and card.
Application fee for student visa $300.00.
All personal transportation requirements.
Personal medical bills.
Personal phone calls.
Printing.
Personal toiletries.
Washing and laundry services.
Day to day cleaning of personal space and shared space in
accommodation.
Multi Engine flight rating. Can be quoted on request.
Instructors flight rating. Can be quoted on request.
English language proficiency classes. “If your English is not on an
International level you will need to join a class.”
Extra mathematics and science classes. “It is not a requirement to have
science and mathematics at school graduation but will be an advantage to
you”

Flight school questions:
Questions to ask a Flight School
Q1. How many airplanes do you have available for flight training?
The flight school practical flying airport is situated at Worcester airfield and have 5
aircraft to train on.
Q2. How are your airplanes maintained?
All aircraft are maintained by an approved maintenance organisation based at
Stellenbosch.
Q3. How many flight instructors do you have and how many are full time instructors?
Full time instructors 5 and part time 3.
Q4. What is the foundation of ground school?
You will receive your first ground school class the second day after arrival.
The course is about airside safety and flight operations.
Q5. Do you require the use of a syllabus?
Yes, you will receive the full syllabus on arrival and during induction.
All schedules documents and notifications can be loaded on your personal an I-pad or
tablet.
Students will be notified on schedule using Whats App.
Students are encouraged to bring along their personal I pad or Android Tablet for
loading flight training programs, exam exercise questions and flight planning
software.
Questions you should ask a Flight Instructor
Q6. Why did you become a flight instructor?
See if the CFI “Chief flying instructor” has a genuine interest in teaching. A good pilot
doesn’t always make a good teacher.
Q7. How long have you been instructing?
It takes some time to develop an effective teaching style. The more experience, the
better.
Q8. What is your teaching style?
Some instructors are more rigid than others. If you like figuring things out on your
own, try to find an instructor that will allow you to do this safely.
Q9. Do you give more compliments than critiques or the other way around?

Most people learn faster with the use of positive reinforcement, but also require solid,
constructive feedback – try to find a good balance.
Q10. I’ve heard people talk about “stalling” an airplane. Can you tell me what that
means?
The explanation should be easy to follow and to the point. Remember you are learning
a new skill.

Where do we do practical flight training?
Cape Town Campus for ground school and simulator flying.

Practical flying base is Worcester Airport.

The airport offers a quiet and relaxed flying environment for you to learn
to fly.
The airport has 4 landing strips to allow you to land in various wind
directions and conditions.
The town of Worcester is 25 minutes flight time from Cape Town.

You will also have the opportunity to fly to Cape Town International
airport during the advance stage of the syllabus during night flying and
instrument training.
Security is good Worcestor and accommodation is provided on same basis
as Cape Town.
Single room occupancy is charged extra per student. Two students (same
gender) sharing a room is standard.

The aircraft fleet we use for practical private pilot training at Worcester
airfield.

Things to do:
•

When in Cape Town academy you can visit the beachfront and a
wide variety of shopping malls within walking distance from
accommodation.

•

There are several golf courses and a driving range across the road
from accommodation.

•

Mountain bike cycling routes

•

Various farms producing fresh organic produce

•

Art galleries and theatre

•

Shark cage diving

•

Acrobranch adventure trails

•

Mountain and nature hiking trails

•

Fitness clubs

•

Restaurants

•

Medical facilities

Living Quarters Cape Town:
Lifestyle Security Estate near Academy with Clubhouse & Gym
Restaurant & fully equipped apartments to cook your choice of meals.

Thank you for your interest in Sky Flight Training.
On making your decision to enrol with Sky, you can look forward to a fresh
approach to safety and scenario-based training.
Utilize flight training area, advanced full motion flight simulator systems,
GIFT and good flight conditions to the benefit of the student.

You are investing in your future as an airline, corporate or commercial
pilot.

Warm regards,

Capt. Johan Griesel

